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Each religion holy book speaks about as man should love his nearly human beings and show kindness to all living 
organisms other than men. In the book God enunciate as a rule the men should not commit any mistakes like falsehood, 
cheat, and theft to social beings. He also explained men must follow the ethics which has deemed as truth and justice. 

All are made by god to establish faithfulness and relationship between human beings, the ultimate essence of commandment is to not hurt 
different creatures. Our saviour of men described the rule regarding life in holy book the same should be followed by people for shining their soul 
as holy-spirit, till end of their life time. Almost every religion lay down the same principles to all disciples.
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Introduction
All Veda signify that every human being is created by god; God liked a 
creature in the form of men so he imagine the beauty of himself and 
make a man as his wish. Every religion had focused that God’s nature 
also in the vision of human look. Science has no strong reason to 
prove how universe discovered. Man is a peculiar creature than other 
living organism, if we see each organs are located in an orderly man-
ner then why he know and do everything perfectly apart from other 
living being. Scientifically living organisms work is being proliferation. 
In science point of view the organism is only to reproductive and not 
to indulge its sense to happiness by means of mind towards coincide 
living beings. But according to social science man is a social-animal 
having all feelings and make good relationship with other human be-
ings.

Meaning of life
People are willing to live a peaceful life in the society. The true mean-
ing of life is contained on following five steps such as confident, love, 
happiness, help and pity. Each and every person lives confidently in 
an uncertainty world. Therefore every person expects confident, love, 
happiness, help and pity from other persons. Mostly people spend 
half of their life time on worrying about things they desire. The span 
of life is covered by hazards but a target fixed to earn money to un-
dergo a determined and desirous life. Men are pushed to expose their 
social position in the living society, subsequently they economically 
striving to stabilize their status. Science narrate that all living organ-
ism in the universe is to reproduce whereas people living in a cultured 
one to one relationship mode besides nuclear families. Regarding 
survey indicates everywhere people acquiring wealth because to eat 
high priced tasty foods in their long life. Hence food takes important 
place in human’s life. At the end of life period most of people make 
pilgrimage so wish to complete karma in the name of appealing god.

Purpose of living
Man knew the importance of the life so he divided life into two parts 
namely internal and external environment. The internal environment 
denote a circumstance there people run their family with attachment 
and affection. A family consist of parent, children and old age persons 
those members has responsibilities on family decisions. Also everyone 
have right among relative members and all their liabilities is to main-
tain or improve the standard of living in the community. Each sepa-
rate family has its own prestige in their living strata. Elderly persons 
induce younger generations to follow few customs consequently the 
adaption of family tradition. On other side the external environment 
says about the motive of persons who continuously working for their 
needs, convenience and luxury. This section covers the person’s duty 
at office/business places.

Human kindness
Human kind is not a vast term but it has a simple meaning by seem-
ingly how one person interact with other person in a sensitive man-
ner. Kindness is conveying pity and lending help toward others. 
Likewise it is give and take of speaking matters (happiness) of each 
of those persons. Historically in early man’s life the kindness meant to 

declare love with an uncivilized manner. But modern people embody 
their own circle filled by some chosen persons, further continuing 
the life cycle. Kindness is nothing but showing love among persons 
in order to get relieve on work pain also from living alone tragedy. 
In the precious life time of human beings there is no compensate for 
kindness, even anything which people have more desire like gold or 
valuable articles.

Human thoughts
Human civilization accelerated through his ability of thinking while 
embrace the environment around him. He can see, hear, smell, taste, 
and feel the things and persons nearby him. The first step in thinking 
process is ‘what’ question arises inside conscience of a person. There is 
a strong relationship between thinking and feeling without one the 
other sensitivity will not be happened. The brain is divided into two 
sections namely right and left brain. The right part of brain functions 
are creative, imaginary, pictures, colours and intuition (deep inner 
feeling thoughts) and the left part operations are logical, mathemat-
ical, language and speech. Thus right portion works when a person is 
very sensitive on the other side people act accords with low sensitive, 
when left brain is on effective. For example a person knows if he dai-
ly takes more number of sweets he is suspect to diabetes, but if the 
same person eat more sweets daily not worry about diabetes means 
the brain working under high sensitive. Hence the medulla acting as 
creative.viz, working process of right portion

Duties and responsibilities of man
Human beings are dynamic in nature involving them in valuable 
work within their own time schedule. Generally human behaviour 
are divided in some bilateral groups namely self-controlled/sensitive, 
friendly/aggressive, introvert/extrovert, positive minded/negative 
minded, open minded/closed minded, civilized/uncivilized, aware/
innocent, good habitual/bad habitual, good tempered/bad tempered, 
autocratic/slavery, narrow-minded/broad minded, inferiority/superi-
ority, dignity/indignity, truth speaking/liar, boldness/cowardice and 
happy-minded/sorrow(depressed). But there is common trait among 
the bilateral groups since they accomplish some works supposed as 
their duties and responsibilities. Man hold consideration on ethical 
actions like working meaningfully (flawless), knowing internal and 
external environment (knowledge) and applying his knowledge to 
do prudential duties. Obviously there are three sectors such as prima-
ry (agriculture), secondary (industries) and tertiary (service) sectors 
where people work for their subsistence. At work places people have 
been suggested to not to hate, hurt, disturb other’s thing, time and 
sense in order to do a parallel job to achieve an organisational goal.

Human errors and fate
Almost every human being do right things alone but when they 
co-operate with others to complete a task it may many times become 
effortless and inefficient work, this is due to multiple way of commu-
nication, thinking and behaviour of each person engaged on that 
job. While work error situations most person blame other person’s 
work so as to gain from economic matters. Each person follow the 
same procedure to remove complexity in their work share, converse-
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ly if an individual done a perfect job in a united manner then team 
members will praise him for repercussive job. Life activities proceed-
ing between flaw and praise concept in which people cautiously en-
deavour matters for their livelihood, ultimately the ideology create 
stress, harmful health effects to human beings. Human approach on 
economy seemingly what now is more than what yester periods. Early 
man fought for food after advent of classical period people struggle 
against place and now new age man strain to earn more money in 
the society’s share so the significance of mental and physical illness 
for people in contemporary era. Fate is the other implicit factor force 
man to misery. Fate sometimes become failures and sometimes gives 
successes. We can win a part of fate by our wisdom. An individual 
person prepare work plan periodically but it not happened as per 
scheme this may called as destiny. Fate occurs due to congestion of 
people activities encircled toward a person. There are six principles 
such as self-ego, self-efficiency, self-pride, confident, desire, expecta-
tion(helpfulness) if we manage all the above concepts by self-control, 
self-regulation with efforts (ignition) one can overcome fate. Approx-
imately fate is like a binomial equation. The golden rule to attain the 
goal of prosperity is true living to oneself. A men should not posses 
jealous, greed, anger such characteristic will impair the entire wish 
(nuclei) of a person. The foremost objective to live a meaningful life 
is become self-awareness of incur fear on one’s own position (state of 
mind). As the Bible quotes “Wisdom starts from Fear”.

Relationship among human beings
Human relation with another person is a sacred one determined by 
their relationship concerned. Men connection with other is like a spi-
der-web consist of family, friends, relatives, neighbours, colleagues 
and other known nearby persons. They need relationship for their 
happiness and protection so people follow the customs on partic-
ipating good and bad events of other person’s environment. The 
emerging cultural and technologies with passing time challenges 
changes the work modus of a person, this is called as civilization. Civ-
ilization evolves from avoiding disturbances and time reduction. Peo-
ple work with other person’s, thing over a period of time which con-
fers maturity among persons and it influences their thoughts, habits 
and speeches. Thus older generation give ideas to the younger group. 
Since human relationship gently moving like this way over centuries. 
Veda narrates God’s relationship with human beings ends and starts 
on the judgement day.

Conclusion
Every person likes to live a healthy and wealthy life so as to be a 
strong-minded person at all occasions. Life is a mixture of actions 
and reactions with a motivational force at any given situation. Peo-
ple scared of three subjects such as fear, worries and failures. To be 
clapped two hands are needed likewise to be feel good two persons 
should make clear liaison with each other in their whole life time. Sus-
pect is a dark one and confident is a bright side. A man has to cross 
the relation hurdle from gloomy and it has to be brightened. He must 
accept other person’s likes and dislikes to shake up the mind, also he 
should try to understand and adjust with others to avoid embarrass-
ment, this will bring up confident among persons. People exert to 
criticize other person’s wrong actions must obey rules themselves first 
only then he could operate others through by advices and contempt. 
Man must know the principle of communication like perceiving place, 
thing (subject) before speech in their daily walk of life. All such de-
terminations nurture and foster good relationship among persons. 
Bhagavat Gita explains when churning milk becomes sweet (happi-
ness) and curd is sour (sadness). Man must know about balance of life 
that means not having over joy and getting too sorrow. When people 
got maturity in sense of holy- spirit there God will enter their home. 
When God’s mantra (charming sound waves) poured into our ears 
ultimately it will help to keep our balance of mind (hearty soul) with 
divine and peace.
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